Materials:

1. Yarn (various colors)
2. Construction paper
3. Scissors
4. Hole punch
5. Markers or crayons
6. Brown paper bag

Steps:

1. Cut the paper into a rectangle.
2. Fold the corners and ends on the solid lines.
3. Trim off the corners and ends on the dotted lines.
4. Punch up 2 holes at each of the triangles.
5. Thread yarn through and pull the triangle to close.
6. Thread yarn through and pull the triangle to close.
7. Stack on a rafter for moving.
8. Ay it: "pariteche," Plains Indians made large hide envelopes to store food and clothing. They were easy to store inside the tepee and could be hung from the tepee poles. They could be used geometric shapes, such as triangles, diamonds, and lines. The Plains People markers. The Plains People's construction and wisec and then open it up. Thirds lengthwise and cross. Any size you like. Fold it in any size you like. Fold it in

Decorate:

- Use markers or crayons to decorate the tepee with patterns or designs.